CRAFT
Astonishing understanding of material and naturally
occurring symbolism: three horseshoes forged together
upon iron legs, making a stool for pans over a fire and
forming a clover shape. The circularity and weaving like
Celtic symbols of interconnectedness; or triangular
relationships of the trinity, and the relationship between God,
man and the environment.
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Tinker’s Bubble

Crates

holding

empty

plastic

bottles

upside-down,

purposefully, but to what end, I have no idea. Man cycling
How can I begin to describe this extraordinary place?

off with 5 of a dozen veg boxes in a cart behind the bike: I
find him sad, pitiful, positive, brave and courageous, all at

I could say many things about it – that also seem to classify

once.

it as fervently ‘green’, to pigeonhole it into a stereotype: I
went to the toilet in a hole in the ground; the community

How aesthetic it all is: hundreds of chopped orange brown

shares food and resources; there is very careful use of

carrots in a large soot black pan. The smoke from the fire.

electricity generated by renewable sources. But these

Even the hatch over the toilet is beautiful: a handle from a

descriptions don’t seem to describe the experience, which

branch as a hook by which to lift up the flat piece of timber

is richer than those reductions. So, instead, I’m going to

over the hole in the ground.

transcribe some of the notes from my hand-written diary –
as I was unable to power my laptop during my visit.

TECHNOLOGY
Solar panels on a timber frame: glittering, chintzy shapes like

HOMES

mystic signs; circles, almost octagonal, sort of rectangles

Hansel and Gretel wooden houses on the top of a hill; a

A solar-powered laptop

Narnia scene of miniature handmade wooden stools around
a fire – as though for dwarves; like a film set but these houses

Bio-diesel-fuelled cars

are real and people live in them.
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OUTDOOR
Feral children
Mugs on pegs
Cutlery and pans living outside in the rain
Being taught how to make a fire by a five year old
Living outside with mud
Is dirt dirty?

WORK
Potato digging like digging for gold – there a flash of yellow
– or like overturning a nest of baby mice, hoping not to spear
their skin
Images of myself: sweating from the strain of carrying bags
of potatoes on my back up to the top of the hill; sweating in
the sun, scything in shorts and a bikini top with a bandana
around my head; a sleeping cliché in the shade from the
afternoon sun underneath an apple tree with a battered
straw hat over my face.

POLITICS
So much to ask: “are you happy” and “why do you do this”
but people mostly eat rather than talk at dinnertime.
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Here experiencing this whilst the flood crises in England

Left Tinkers Bubble last night and headed to my cousin’s in

force people in urban areas to spend their days ensuring they

Bath to recollect myself.

have clean water

The convenience of life overwhelms me: getting into the

On the village: “I hate it when rich people move in and

shower, switching it on and hot water coming out

despise us.”

automatically; flicking light bulbs on without cause to think
about whether there is enough electicity; throwing clothes
into a washing machine; making phonecalls; using the

SCYTHING

internet.

The pleasure of better weather – plans, plans, when it’s going

The sunny weather is a different experience in my cousin’s

to be sunny! Make hay, make hay!

garden. Instead of meaning we can work outside, it means

Getting up at 5 to start cutting. The beauty of the dew on

we can sit outside, perhaps on a rug on the lawn and have a

the field, the sun rising, working in it throughout the day and

leisurely barbeque. The difference is enormous.

seeing the sun go down on the other side of the field at the
end of the day.
The politics of scything – territorialism over your “own
scythe” and fear of cutting and ruining someone else’s neat
rows. The precarious challenge of living with other people.
The wisdom and the stupidity: over several days a dozen
people scything and turning hay whilst in a field beyond a
farmer in a tractor does these jobs in a few hours.

03/08/07

Friday
I’m in Bath.
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